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2023 IDAHO LEGISLATIVE UPDATE 

When discussing legislative drafts below, please keep in mind we are already approaching the 
important 36th day of the legislative session which is the cutoff date for general bill introductions. 
In other words, all legislative drafts must receive permission to print AND they have to go through 
a “privileged” committee to do so. This is one way both the House and the Senate start to narrow 
the procedural process, so they aren’t here until July (even though they’ve done a decent job 
achieving this in the past).  

ESG 

Surprisingly, we have not seen a lot of movement on the various ESG bills since our Idaho Day at 
the Capitol. As was mentioned before, we are intimately working on a draft that amends the 
Idaho Credit Union and Idaho Bank Act to require FIs that accept state deposits to sign an 
affidavit claiming they do not boycott any ESG industries.  

At this point in time, the main bill sponsors have been preoccupied with other legislative ideas 
(abortion and gender identity) and have not been able to get a print hearing on the agenda. We 
have spoken with leadership in both houses on a potential favorable pathway forward in case we 
need to amend the bill or kill it. Nothing has been confirmed at this point, however, we are 
hopeful that we can continue to kick the can down the road and legislators run out of time on 
this issue or we can reach a favorable solution.  

INTERCHANGE FEES 

Interchange fees are something that we did not anticipate would be on our radar this year. 
Senator Mark Harris (R-Soda Springs) approached us last week asking our thoughts on 
interchange and the sales tax exemption being managed prior to the interchange process. 
Additionally, he asked if we would be opposed to him introducing his bill from last year, SB 1293. It 
seems the retailers and grocers’ associations are chomping at the bit to do something here in 
Idaho on this issue.  

This idea is a little different from some of the conversations they are having at the national level 
regarding capping fees on debit and credit cards along with providing secondary networks. 
Instead, Senator Harris would like to pull the sales tax out of the interchange, so retailers wouldn’t 
have to pay it. We have continued to voice our adamant concern and opposition on this issue. He 
understands our position, which is how we were able to convince him to request an informational 
hearing as opposed to a bill hearing. In this setting, it will give us an opportunity to bring in the 
Electronic Payments Coalition as well as card payment companies to educate Senator Harris and 
committee members on the many issues his proposal contains. I imagine the retailers will also 
bring in their members as well. We anticipate that the hearing will be in the coming weeks. 

 

https://legislature.idaho.gov/sessioninfo/2022/legislation/S1293/
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IDAHO BANKERS ASSOCIATION BILLS 

At the start of the legislative session, the IBA was working on three pieces of legislation: 1) ATM 
and Branching updates to the Idaho Bank Act; 2) Credit Opportunities for Rural Idahoans (CORI) – 
this was the agriculture tax exemption draft; and 3) IRS anti-disclosure legislation. In short, at this 
time, we have received confirmation from the IBA that the only draft that is on life support is the 
ATM and branching updates to the Idaho Bank Act, while the other two are in essence dead this 
year. That is a HUGE win for Idaho’s credit unions. Thanks to you and your efforts speaking with 
your legislators, we have been able to put a pause to the bank’s efforts in getting a tax exemption 
on ag loans.  

We are still working to get a set of eyes on the Bank Act draft, and I know they are still working on 
the process of clearing it with Idaho’s Department of Finance. At this point in time, I wouldn’t be 
surprised if they chose to put a pin in it and look at working it next year.  

FINANCIAL LITERACY  

Earlier last week, Representative James Petzke (R-Meridian), introduced HB 92. This is a financial 
literacy bill that will mandate all high schools in Idaho to teach a class in financial literacy. The way 
this will be structured is it would not replace any current graduation requirement but would be 
integrated into an economics class or a developed standalone class (eventually). Since there is 
currently no teacher endorsement requirement, at this point, it can’t be a standalone class but 
could eventually get there. Ultimately, if the bill passes it would add half a credit of personal 
finance as a graduation requirement. Also, there will most likely be a rule that follows that makes 
this a graduation requirement since those have traditionally been set through the rulemaking 
process. 

The reception Representative Petzke has gotten from other legislators and throughout his bill 
hearing was one of resounding support. The new State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Debbie Critchfield, was in attendance and did testify in favor of HB 92. We have worked with 
Superintendent Critchfield on implementing or passing financial literacy legislation, so this is a 
tremendous start.  

GUN SALE CODING  

In September 2022, the International Organization for Standardization approved new guidelines 
for a new “merchant category code” for firearms and ammunition retailers. This has long been a 
push by Democrats both at the national and state levels to create tighter gun regulation around 
the United States. This would also allow advocates to urge the largest credit card companies to 
use these specific codes to flag purchases and notify law enforcement to investigate certain 
purchases of firearms and ammunition. As you may expect, this has caused concern in 
conservatives states, including Idaho, that are now trying to prevent the implementation of this.  

 

https://legislature.idaho.gov/sessioninfo/2023/legislation/H0092/
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We have briefly seen drafts that would prohibit the use of payment card processing systems to 
“discriminate” against consumers and merchants engaged in firearms or ammunition purchases 
by disclosing personal financial data unless required to do so by law. The hammer in this case 
would be civil penalties along with disqualification of eligibility to do business with the state. We 
are continually having conversations with the draft sponsors letting them know about federal 
preemption and anti-disclosure laws that financial institutions already adhere to that would 
prevent this type of disclosure from occurring. There is counter legislation that other states have 
used that would take the burden off financial institutions in this case. We are working with the bill 
sponsors to see if we can agree on an outcome that wouldn’t go after CUs and banks but also 
scratch their itch on this issue.  

The GoWest Advocacy team will continue to keep you apprised of the quickly changing 
landscape at the Idaho Statehouse.  

 


